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Abstract
An algebra A is uniquely generated by a set G if G is a subset of every set that generates A.
We investigate uniquely generated algebras and focus especially on equational classes of algebras
in which the free algebras are uniquely generated. We show that such classes possess a number
of algebraic properties that are in some sense extremal. We also present algebraic conditions on
an equational class that force free algebras in the class to be uniquely generated. Various familiar
equational classes are analyzed with respect to the occurrence of uniquely generated algebras
in them; the 6nal section classi6es all equational classes generated by two-element algebras
from this point of view. Throughout we use irreducible elements as a tool in our investigations.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We begin by considering the irreducible elements of an algebra, and algebras that
are generated by their irreducible elements. Among the di=erent ways one might de6ne
an irreducible element we adopt the following:
Denition 1.1. Let A=〈A;fi(i∈ I)〉 be an algebra. An element b in A is fi-irreducible
if whenever a1; : : : ; ar ∈A are such that fi(a1; : : : ; ar)=b, then b= aj for some j. An
element b is irreducible if b is fi-irreducible for every i∈ I .
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For example, in a lattice L=〈A;∧;∨〉 an element is irreducible, often called doubly
irreducible, if it is both join-irreducible and meet-irreducible. Note that lattices satisfy
the identity x≈ x∧ (y∨ x) so irreducible elements can be in the range of proper term
operations.
Our de6nition of an irreducible element is that given by Schmid [23] where some
general properties of irreducible elements are presented.
Proposition 1.2. Let A be an algebra and b an element of A. The following are
equivalent:
1. The element b is irreducible.
2. A− {b} is a subuniverse of A.
3. For every term t(x1; : : : ; xn) in the language of A, if tA(a1; : : : ; an) = b, then b= ai
for some i.
Proof. Conditions (2) and (3) are clearly equivalent and (3) implies (1) since every
fundamental operation is a term operation. That (1) implies (2) is also immediate.
One consequence of Proposition 1.2 is that the property of an element in an algebra
being irreducible is invariant under term equivalence of algebras.
We let Irr(A) denote the set of all irreducible elements of A. Note that Irr(A) = ∅
is possible and that the images of constant operations are never irreducible elements.
We wish to investigate when an algebra A is generated by the set Irr(A). In gen-
eral, the subalgebra of an algebra A generated by a set X is denoted SgA(X ). In order
that SgA(∅) be de6ned for all A we allow an algebra to have the empty set as its
universe.
Denition 1.3. An algebra A is uniquely generated by a set G if G generates A and
G is a subset of every set that generates A.
The relation between irreducible elements and uniquely generated algebras is given by
the following proposition. This connection is also made by Pasini [19] and Schmid [23].
Proposition 1.4. The following are equivalent for an algebra A:
1. A is uniquely generated.
2. A is generated by Irr(A).
3. Every proper subuniverse of A is contained in a subuniverse of the form A− {b}
for some b∈A.
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (1) and (2) is immediate. Suppose A is gener-
ated by Irr(A). Let S be any proper subuniverse of A. If Irr(A) = ∅, then A has no
proper subuniverses. So we assume Irr(A) is nonempty. Since S is proper, there is an
irreducible element b that is not in S. Since b is irreducible, the set A− {b} is a sub-
universe, and it contains S. Conversely, assume (3) holds. Let S be the subuniverse of
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A generated by Irr(A). If S is proper, then S is a subset of a subuniverse of the form
A−{b}, and b must be irreducible. This is impossible, so A= S, that is, (2) holds.
The collection of all algebras of a 6xed similarity type that satisfy a given set of
identities is called an equational class. A variety of algebras is a class of algebras of
the same similarity type that is closed under the formation of homomorphic images,
subalgebras, and direct products. By Birkho= ’s Theorem every equational class is a
variety and every variety is an equational class. In the remainder of the paper we write
“variety” rather than “equational class”. We wish to classify varieties with respect to
their uniquely generated members. For a variety V the following situations are of
interest:
1. Every algebra in V is uniquely generated.
2. Every 6nite algebra in V is uniquely generated.
3. Every free algebra in V is uniquely generated.
4. No nontrivial algebra in V is uniquely generated.
As an example of (1) consider for each positive integer n the variety of all unary
algebras A=〈A;f 〉 that satisfy the identity fn(x)≈fn+1(x). Every algebra in this
variety is uniquely generated. Indeed, every such A can be viewed as a forest of trees
of height at most n with the leaves forming the set Irr(A).
As we show in Example 3:1 the variety of semilattices is an example of (2). But
not every semilattice is uniquely generated, e.g., the collection of all 6nite subsets of
an in6nite set with the operation of intersection forms a semilattice S for which Irr(S)
is empty. Note, however, that every 6nitely generated subsemilattice of S is uniquely
generated
An important consequence of Whitman’s solution to the word problem for the variety
of all lattices is that the free generators of free lattices are irreducible and thus free
lattices are uniquely generated. In fact, this is the case for any variety of lattices. The
details on this are given in Corollaries 1:5 and 1:6 of [10]. In general, if a set G
generates an algebra A and every 6nite subset of G uniquely generates a subalgebra
of A, then it is easily argued that A is uniquely generated by G. In particular, with
regard to situation (3), if every 6nitely generated free algebra in a variety is uniquely
generated, then every free algebra in the variety is as well. Thus, at least for a locally
6nite variety V, situation (2) would imply (3).
Varieties V in which no nontrivial algebra is uniquely generated include those for
which there is a unary term f and an integer n¿2 for which V |=fn(x)≈ x and for
every A∈V, if there exists a∈A for which f(a) = a, then A is trivial. The variety
of Boolean algebras is an example of such a variety. The two-element group is the
only nontrivial group with irreducible elements since if a is an element of group and
b is any element other than a or the identity, then a= (ab−1)b witnesses that a is not
irreducible. So every variety of groups that does not contain the two-element group is
an example of (4).
Much of our paper is devoted to the study of some well-known varieties with regard
to these four situations. In Section 2 we present some recent results in equational logic
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in which the third situation—free algebras are uniquely generated—plays a pivotal
role. In Sections 3 and 4 we consider these questions for subvarieties of commutative
semigroups and of Ockham algebras. In Section 4 we also completely determine all
6nite De Morgan algebras that are uniquely generated.
We then consider inaccessible elements.
Denition 1.5. An element in an algebra A is called inaccessible if it is not in the
range of any fundamental operation of A.
What we call inaccessible elements are sometimes called irreducible elements, see
e.g. [13]. In Section 5 we investigate inaccessible elements and we explore the connec-
tions between inaccessible elements and normal identities, i.e., identities of the form
p≈ q for which either p and q are the same variable or neither p nor q are variables.
Section 6 is devoted to algebras A in which the set Irr(A) is extreme: Irr(A) = ∅ or
Irr(A) =A. We provide some algebraic conditions on A or the variety generated by A
that force this extreme behavior to occur.
Section 7 of the paper classi6es all the varieties generated by two-element algebras
with respect to which of their members are uniquely generated. We apply results ob-
tained earlier in the paper to completely partition this countable set of varieties into
6ve natural groupings.
Our presentation is fairly self-contained but we do assume some familiarity with
some basic notions of universal algebra and equational logic such as free algebra,
equational basis, and subdirectly irreducible algebra. In general we follow the notation
of [16]. We gratefully acknowledge the helpful comments of the referees.
2. Uniquely generated free algebras: algebraic consequences
In this section we describe some special algebraic properties that a variety enjoys if
the free algebras in the variety are uniquely generated.
For example, suppose the variety V is such that the free algebra on one free gen-
erator FV(1) is uniquely generated by the free generator x. Then in the lattice of
subuniverses of FV(1) the top element is join-irreducible and covers FV(1) − {x}.
Varieties V in which the top element of the subuniverse lattice of FV(1) is join-
irreducible have recently been shown to be of special interest by ZQadori [25] in his
work on irreducible relational sets. A relational set is a set together with some relations
de6ned on it. If A is an algebra and P is a relational set with domain A, then P is
said to be a relational set for A if the set of term operations of A coincides with the
set of morphisms from 6nite powers of P to P. ZQadori de6nes irreducible relational
sets in a natural way so as to extend the concept of an irreducible poset as introduced
by Du=us and Rival [9]. He shows that if A is a 6nite algebra, P is a 6nite relational
set for A, and V is the variety generated by A, then P is irreducible if and only if
the top element of the lattice of subuniverses of FV(1) is join-irreducible. So if FV(1)
is uniquely generated, then every 6nite relational set for A is irreducible in ZQadori’s
sense.
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For another example we consider the problem of estimating the number of pairwise
nonisomorphic k-generated algebras in a locally 6nite variety V. If the free algebra
on k free generators of V is uniquely generated, then the following argument, which
is taken from [5], can be used to obtain a lower bound on this number. Denote by F
the free algebra FV(k) with generating set X= {x1; : : : ; xk} and suppose F is uniquely
generated by X . Let
Cs(F; k)={∈Con F: xi== {xi} for all 16i6k}:
It is not hard to show that for each ∈Cs(F; k) the algebra F= is also uniquely
generated. Suppose 1 and 2 are both in Cs(F; k) with F=1 and F=2 isomorphic.
Each F=i for i= 1; 2 is uniquely generated by the set X=i = {x1=i; : : : ; xk =i}. If h
is an isomorphism from F=1 to F=2, then h must map X=1 onto X=2. Moreover, h
is completely determined by its restriction to X=1. So there are at most k! possible
choices for h. But given 1 and h, the congruence relation 2 is completely determined.
Thus, if we de6ne an equivalence relation ∼ on Cs(F; k) by ∼  if and only if F=
is isomorphic to F=, then each equivalence class of ∼ can have at most k! members.
So the number of k-generated homomorphic images of F is bounded below by
|Cs(F; k)|
k!
:
In [4] this lower bound is applied to the problem of determining the number
of k-generated semilattices. The free (join) semilattice F uniquely generated by
X = {x1; : : : ; xk} is order isomorphic to the power set of X with the bottom element
removed. If U is an upwardly closed subset of this semilattice that is disjoint from
X , then the congruence relation U in which U is one congruence class and all other
blocks are singletons is a member of Cs(F; k). An argument using Sperner’s lemma
shows that there are doubly exponentially many di=erent congruences U and there-
fore |Cs(F; k)|=k! is also at least doubly exponential. Thus, there are at least doubly
exponentially many pairwise nonisomorphic k-generated semilattices. The variety of
distributive lattices has uniquely generated free algebras and a similar but slightly
more complicated argument given in [5] shows that if D is the free distributive lattice
on k generators, then 22
k−2k6|Cs(D; k)|. This result is used to show that the number
of pairwise nonisomorphic, k-generated distributive lattices is 22
k (1+o(1)).
An interesting property of a uniquely generated algebra A involves the Helly number
of the lattice Sub(A) of subuniverses of A. For a lattice L with top element 1, let h(L)
be the least integer such that whenever 1 is the least upper bound of a subset S of
L, then there is a subset T of S with |T |6h(L) such that 1 is the least upper bound
of T , and let h(L) =∞ if no such integer exists. We say L has Helly number h(L).
Thus, Helly’s Theorem in the theory of convex sets can be stated as: If L is the lattice
that is dual to the lattice of compact convex subsets of Euclidean n-space, then L has
Helly number n + 1.
Now if A is uniquely generated by G, then the Helly number of the complete
lattice Sub(A) is at least |G| since no subset of G will generate A. On the other
hand if
∨
i Bi=A in Sub(A), then each element of G must appear in at least one Bi.
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Therefore, A is the least upper bound of those Bi that contain elements of G and
thus h(Sub(A))6|G|. So for any algebra A uniquely generated by a set G we have
h(Sub(A))=|G|.
In [1] the Helly number of Sub(A) is shown to play a role in the analysis of
algorithms for computing the categorical equivalence class of an algebra A when A is
6nite. By a result of McKenzie [15] this class consists of all algebras term equivalent to
A[m]( ) where A[m] is the mth matrix power of A and  is an invertible idempotent term
for the algebra A[m]. (De6nitions of these notions may be found in [15] or [1].) In [1]
it is shown that the arity of the term on A[m] used to establish the invertibility of  can
be bounded above by h(Sub(F)), where F is the free algebra on m free generators for
the variety generated by A. It is also shown that if B is in the categorical equivalence
class of A, then the exponent m in the matrix power of A used to obtain B may be
chosen to be at most the Helly number of the free algebra on one free generator for
the variety generated by B. In particular, if this free algebra is uniquely generated,
then we get m= 1, which means that the matrix power part of the construction can be
omitted since A[1] =A.
3. Commutative semigroups
In this section we classify subvarieties of the variety S of commutative semigroups
with respect to the incidence of uniquely generated algebras. By Sm; k , for m; k¿1, we
denote the subvariety of S given by the identity xm≈xm+k . Thus S1;1 is the variety of
semilattices. Let S0; k be the subvariety of S determined by the identity y≈yxk . So
xk is an identity element and S0; k is term equivalent to the variety of abelian groups
in which xk≈1.
Theorem 3.1. The commutative semigroup varieties Sm; k for m¿0 and k¿1 are
partitioned in the following manner:
1. Sm;1 for m¿1: Every <nite algebra is uniquely generated.
2. S1;2 and Sm; k for m¿1; k¿1: Every free algebra is uniquely generated.
3. S1; k for k¿2 and S0; k for k even: No free algebra is uniquely generated but some
nontrivial algebras are.
4. S0; k k odd: No nontrivial algebra is uniquely generated.
Proof. First consider the variety S0; k . If k is even, then the two-element group is
in the variety and so S0; k contains a uniquely generated nontrivial algebra. If k is
odd, the two-element group is not in the variety and so S0; k does not contain any
nontrivial uniquely generated algebras. For S1; k with k¿2 we have x≈ x2x1+k−2 so
no free generator in a free algebra is irreducible. However, S1; k does contain the
variety of semilattices, so some algebras in the variety are uniquely generated. Thus,
we have established (3) and (4). The varieties S1;2 and Sm; k for m¿1; k¿1 each
contain varieties of abelian groups and so not all algebras in these varieties are uniquely
generated. For S1;2 the free algebra with free generators x1; : : : ; xn consists of products
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of elements of the form xi and x2i . If xi=pq for elements p and q, then either p or
q must be xi, so each xi is irreducible. In the variety Sm; k , for m¿1; k¿1, each free
generator in the free algebra is inaccessible and therefore irreducible. Thus (2) holds.
We now prove (1). Let m¿1 and suppose A is any 6nite commutative semigroup
for which A |= xm≈xm+1. An element a∈A is irreducible if whenever a=pq, then
a=p or a=q. We wish to show that every element of A is a product of irreducible
elements. Let a∈A. If a is irreducible, then we are done. So suppose a=pq with
a=p and a=q. If both p and q are irreducible, then we are done. If not, then we can
decompose p or q or both. Continue in this way. We can view this decomposition
of a as a tree with a at the root. An irreducible element will be a leaf in this tree.
Any node that is not labeled with an irreducible element will have two children, each
labeled di=erently from itself. We claim that the tree eventually stops growing and
each leaf will be labeled with an irreducible element of A. For if not, then there is a
path in this tree that starts at the root and has length greater than |A|. So on this path
an element b appears at least twice, and between these two appearances of b there is
at least one node labeled with an element other than b. Let the 6rst b on this path
have c and d for its children, with b = c and b =d. Without loss of generality we
may assume that the second appearance of b is on the path that goes through c. Using
associativity and commutativity we have c= br for some element r of A. Hence c= cdr
since b= cd. Repeatedly replacing c by cdr we get c= cdmrm. Since dm =dm+1 we
have c= cdmrmd=cd=b, a contradiction.
4. Ockham and De Morgan algebras
An Ockham algebra L= 〈L;∧;∨; f; 0; 1〉 is an algebra where 〈L;∧;∨; 0; 1〉 is a
bounded distributive lattice and f is a dual endomorphism of this lattice, that is, f
satis6es the identities
f(0)≈ 1 and f(1)≈ 0 (1)
and
f(x∨y)≈f(x)∧f(y) and f(x∧y)≈f(x)∨f(y): (2)
A full discussion of varieties of Ockham algebras is given by Blyth and Varlet [6].
Following the notation there, for p¿1 and q¿0 we denote by Kp; q the variety of
Ockham algebras given by the identity f2p+q(x)≈fq(x): We investigate which Kp; q
have uniquely generated free algebras.
Let F denote the free algebra forKp; q freely generated by {x1; : : : ; xn}. We can apply
identities (2) to move the f inside and then apply the distributive law to write every
element in F as a sum of products of elements taken from
G=
⋃
16i6n
{xi; f(xi); : : : ; f2p+q−1(xi)}:
Thus, the cardinality of F is bounded above by the size of the free bounded distributive
lattice generated by n(2p+q) free generators. On the other hand, if we consider the free
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bounded distributive lattice freely generated by the set G, and extend f in the natural
way using (1) and (2), then the resulting algebra is an Ockham algebra in Kp; q that is
generated, as an Ockham algebra, by {x1; : : : ; xn}. So the free algebra F is this algebra,
and F has for its lattice reduct the free bounded distributive lattice generated by G.
A more general description of free algebras in some varieties of Ockham algebras is
given by Goldberg [11].
For Kp;0 the identity f2p(x)≈ x forces the free generators of every free algebra to
not to be irreducible. Indeed, for any algebra if there is a term operation f that is a
bijection, then every irreducible element of the algebra must be a 6xed point of f.
For Kp; q with q¿0, every free generator of a free algebra for this variety is both
∧-irreducible and ∨-irreducible in the distributive lattice reduct, and since q¿0 no
free generator is in the range of f, so every free generator is irreducible. Thus, free
algebras for the varieties Kp; q are uniquely generated if and only if q¿0.
Although the varieties Kp; q for q¿0 have free algebras that are uniquely generated,
these varieties can have subvarieties in which almost all free algebras are not uniquely
generated. For example, let V be the subvariety of K1;1 in which
f(x)∧f2(x)≈ 0 and f(x)∨f2(x)≈ 1: (3)
In this variety, we have
x= x∧ 1 = (x∧f(x))∨ (x∧f2(x)):
Indeed, if F is the free 1-generated K1;1 algebra, then F has a 20-element lattice reduct
that is the free bounded distributive lattice freely generated by {x; f(x); f2(x)}, and
FV(1) is isomorphic to F=, where  is the join of the two principal congruences
determined by the identities in (3). Thus, FV(1) has as its lattice reduct the product
of two 3-element chains, and has as its free generator the element at the middle level
of this lattice that is not irreducible.
We do not know if this example is typical of the subvarieties of Kp; q for q¿0 that
have free algebras that are not uniquely generated.
Problem 4.1. Characterize those subvarieties ofKp; q, or more generally, those locally
<nite Ockham varieties, that have free algebras that are uniquely generated.
Although any nontrivial variety of Ockham algebras that satis6es the identity
f2p(x)≈ x has free algebras that are not uniquely generated, individual algebras in
such a variety may be uniquely generated. In fact, for the case of De Morgan
algebras, that is, K1;0, we are able to completely describe all the 6nite, uniquely
generated members of this variety.
To do this we use the theory of Priestley duality for Ockham algebras. This was
introduced by Urquhart [24] but we follow the presentation in [7]. Because we are only
looking at 6nite algebras and we need only a representation result, we can simplify
the discussion using the lattice join of a down-set of join-irreducibles in place of the
actual set.
Let M= 〈M ;∧;∨; f; 0; 1〉 be a 6nite Ockham algebra and denote by J (M) the
ordered set of join-irreducible elements of the distributive lattice reduct of M. Here
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the ordering on J (M) is that inherited from the lattice reduct of M. Then by duality
theory there exists an order-reversing map g on J (M) such that for all m∈M
f(m) =
∨
{j∈ J (M): g(j) 6m}:
Moreover, if M is a De Morgan algebra, then g2(j)=j for all j∈ J (M). Conversely,
if J is a 6nite ordered set with an order-reversing map g : J → J , then the bounded
distributive lattice 〈M ;∧;∨; 0; 1〉 whose ordered set of join-irreducible elements is J
admits an Ockham algebra structure if we de6ne a dual endomorphism f on M by
f(m)=
∨{j∈ J : g(j)6m}. Again, this Ockham algebra will be De Morgan if g2(j) = j
for all j∈ J .
For a set S let 2S denote the Boolean lattice isomorphic to the power set of S
whose co-atoms are labeled with the elements of S. For x∈ 2S the lattice complement
of x is denoted xc. We de6ne a subset Q⊆ 2S as follows. If |S|= 1, then Q= 2S ; if
|S|=2, then Q= S; if |S|¿3, then Q is the ordered subset of 2S of size 2n consisting
of all atoms and co-atoms in this lattice under the inherited order. By Berman and
Bordalo [3], if a 6nite distributive lattice D is uniquely generated by an antichain S,
then the ordered set J (D) of join-irreducible elements of D is isomorphic to a set P
with Q⊆P⊆ 2S , where the order on P is that inherited from the lattice 2S . Moreover,
any such ordered set P is J (D) for a 6nite distributive lattice D that is generated by
the antichain S.
Theorem 4.2. Let M=〈M ;∧;∨; f; 0; 1〉 be a De Morgan algebra. If M is uniquely
generated by a set S, then
1. f(s) = s for all s∈ S and the elements of S form an antichain in the order of M,
2. the distributive lattice reduct 〈M ;∧;∨; 0; 1〉 is uniquely generated as a lattice by S,
3. if M is <nite, then J (M) is order isomorphic to P with Q⊆P⊆ 2S , and P is
closed under complementation in the Boolean lattice 2S .
Conversely, if S is <nite and P is such that Q⊆P⊆ 2S with P closed under comple-
mentation, then there exists a uniquely generated De Morgan algebra M with J (M)
order isomorphic to P.
Proof. If M is uniquely generated by S, then the elements of S are irreducible. Since
f(f(s)) = s we have f(s) = s for all s∈ S. Thus, the elements of S form an antichain
in the order on M since f is order-reversing. By applying the De Morgan laws we
see that every element of M can be obtained from S using the binary operations ∧
and ∨ or the constants 0 and 1. Hence, the bounded distributive lattice reduct of M is
uniquely generated by S as a bounded distributive lattice.
To prove (3), suppose M is 6nite. Let g : J (M)→ J (M) be the order-reversing
operation on J (M) that we know exists from Priestley duality. For m∈M we have
m=f(m) i= m=
∨
{j∈ J (M): g(j)6m}
i= ∀j∈ J (M) (j6m⇔ g(j)6m):
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Since f(s) = s it follows that j6s if and only if g(j)6s for all s∈ S and j∈ J (M).
Here S is the set of maximal elements of J (M) and J (M) is isomorphic to an ordered
set P such that Q⊆P⊆ 2S with S corresponding to the co-atoms of 2S . Under the
isomorphism, g becomes an order-reversing bijection g′ of P with itself and for any
u∈P and co-atom s of 2S , we have that u6s if and only if g′(u)6s. Thus, g′(u) is
the complement of u in 2S .
Finally, assume that S is 6nite and Q⊆P⊆ 2S with P closed under complement. Let
〈M ;∧;∨; 0; 1〉 be the bounded distributive lattice whose ordered set of join-irreducibles
is P. By Berman and Bordalo [3] this lattice is uniquely generated by the antichain S.
Letting g(x) = xc gives an order-reversing map on P with g2(x) = x and for which x6s
if and only if g(x)6s for every s∈ S and x∈P. By our earlier comments 〈M ;∧;∨; 0; 1〉
admits an Ockham algebra structure if we de6ne f(m) =
∨{j∈P: g(j)6m}. This will
be De Morgan since g2(j) = j for all j∈P. To show that 〈M ;∧;∨; f; 0; 1〉 is uniquely
generated it suTces to show that f(s) = s for all s∈ S. We have
f(s)=
∨
{j∈P: g(j)6s}=
∨
{j∈P: jc 6s}=
∨
{j∈P: j6s}= s
with the last equality holding since s∈P.
If in the previous theorem the size of S is n, then for n= 1 we have Q= 2S and
there is exactly one choice for P; if n= 2, then Q= S and there are exactly two choices
for P; and for n¿3, the set P − Q is arbitrary, except that x∈P − Q if and only if
xc ∈P − Q. Clearly, the number of distinct choices for P in this case is 2m, where
m= 2n−1−n. Of course, many of these ordered sets P will be order isomorphic to one
another.
5. Normal identities, inaccessible elements
For two terms p and q of the same similarity type the identity p≈ q is called normal
if either p and q are the same variable or neither p nor q are variables. A variety V
is normally presented if whenever V |=p≈ q, then p≈ q is a normal identity. It is
easy to check that if V has an equational basis consisting of normal identities, then
V is normally presented. The nilpotent shift of V, denoted N(V), is the variety
determined by all normal identities of V. Thus, V is a subvariety of N(V) and V
is normally presented if and only if V=N(V).
The nilpotent shift of a variety was introduced by Mel’nik [17]. Normal identities
have also been called nontrivializing by P lonka and others, e.g. [20]. More recent work
on normally presented varieties has been done by Chajda [8] and GraczyQnska [12].
We wish to study the notions of normal identities, normally presented varieties, and
nilpotent shifts from the point of view of inaccessible elements and algebras generated
by inaccessible elements. For the most part the results that we present are known and
may be found in the previously cited papers but we wish to give a uni6ed, direct
approach to this material using inaccessible and irreducible elements.
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Theorem 5.1. The following are equivalent for a variety V:
1. V is normally presented.
2. Every free generator of every free algebra for V is inaccessible.
3. V contains an algebra that has an inaccessible element.
4. The free generator of FV(1) is inaccessible.
Proof. Suppose that V is normally presented and F is a free algebra for V. If in F
there is a free generator xi with xi = tF(x1; : : : ; xn) for some term t, then V |= xi≈ t
(x1; : : : ; xn) and thus t is itself xi. That (2) implies (3) is immediate. Indeed, the free
algebra on countably many free generators generates V and every free generator in this
algebra is inaccessible. If B∈V has an inaccessible element b and if in F=FV(1)
we have x1 = tF(x1), then consider the homomorphism from F to B that sends x1
to b. This gives b= tB(b), so t must be x1. Finally, for (4) implies (1), suppose
V |= x1 ≈ t(x1; : : : ; xn): Substitute x1 for every variable to give x1 ≈ t(x1; : : : ; x1). In the
algebra FV(1) this forces t to itself be x1 since the generator of FV(1) is assumed to
be inaccessible.
Let A be an arbitrary algebra with a an element of A and b an element not in A. We
provide a construction of an algebra Aba with universe A∪{b} and the same similarity
type as A for which Aba |=p≈ q if and only if A |=p≈ q and p≈ q is a normal
identity. Thus, if A generates the variety V, then Aba generates the nilpotent shift of
V, the variety N(V). The fundamental operations of Aba are given as follows: For f
an r-ary fundamental operation symbol and Vc∈ (A∪{b})r , let Vd be obtained from Vc
by replacing every instance of b in Vc by a and de6ne fA
b
a( Vc) =fA( Vd). Thus, b is an
inaccessible element in Aba. Since A is a subalgebra of A
b
a, if A
b
a satis6es an identity,
then so does A. Every identity that holds for Aba must be normal by Theorem 5.1.
Conversely, suppose p(x1; : : : ; xn)≈ q(x1; : : : ; xn) is a normal identity that holds in A.
By construction and the fact that p≈ q is normal it follows that for every Vc∈ (A∪{b})n
we have p( Vc) =p( Vd) and q( Vc) = q( Vd) where Vd is obtained from Vc by replacing every
instance of b by a. But p( Vd) = q( Vd) since Vd∈An. So Aba also satis6es p≈ q.
The construction of Aba from A appears in [2] where the algebra A
b
a is called an
analog of A and the element b is said to be analogous to the element a. We use
this terminology in what follows. Thus, in the previous paragraph we proved that the
nilpotent shift of a variety generated by A is the variety generated by any analog of A.
Note that in semigroup theory an analog is an example of an inBation.
Next, we provide a number of structural results pertaining to the nilpotent shift of
a variety. Most of these results are in the literature; some may be found in Melnik’s
early paper [17]. Our contribution here is the use of inaccessible elements and the
analog construction.
Proposition 5.2. Let V be a variety and suppose W=N(V) is the nilpotent shift
of V. Let X be the free generating set of FW(X ).
1. EitherW is the variety of sets orW contains a subvariety that is term equivalent
to the variety of pointed sets.
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2. IfW =V, then the subdirectly irreducible algebras ofW are those of V together
with the two-element analog of the trivial algebra of V.
3. Assume that W =V. Then there is a unary term v(x), not a variable, such that
V |= x≈ v(x). Moreover, if F=FW(X ), then the subalgebra F − X is isomorphic
to FV(X ) via an isomorphism that maps x→ vF(x) for all x∈X .
Proof. Let A be the one-element algebra with universe {a} in the variety V, and form
the analog Aba of A. If A has no fundamental operations, then A
b
a is term equivalent to
a two-element algebra in which the only term operations are the projection operations.
Now if V has no fundamental operation symbols, then V is either a trivial variety or
the variety of sets, and in either case W is the variety of sets. If A does have some
fundamental operations, then the only term operations of Aba are the projection opera-
tions and the constant operations with value a. This two-element algebra is subdirectly
irreducible and generates the variety of pointed sets. This proves (1).
Let A generate V and B=Aba generate W. By Theorem 5.1 the free generator x1 of
FW(1) is inaccessible but the free generator of FV(1) is not inaccessible. Thus, there is
a unary term v(x1) that is not a variable and for which A |= v(x1)≈ x1 while in FW(1)
the elements x1 and v(x1) are distinct. Now suppose C is a subdirectly irreducible
algebra in W that is not in V and suppose F=FW(X ) has a congruence  for which
F=C. The universe of F may be viewed as a subuniverse of BS where S=BX . In
F for every xi ∈X ⊆F the element vF(xi)∈BS can be obtained from xi by changing
every instance of b to a since the element b∈B is analogous to a. But then the congru-
ence relation CgF(xi; v(xi)) has {xi; v(xi)} as its only nontrivial congruence class. The
algebra C must have an inaccessible element since it is not in V. The free generators
of F are the only inaccessible elements in F, so an inaccessible element of C must
be of the form xi= for a free generator xi. The congruence relation CgC(xi=; v(xi)=)
has {xi=; v(xi)=} as its only nontrivial congruence class. So this congruence relation
must be the monolith of C. Since xi= is inaccessible in C, there is a congruence 
for which C − {xi=} is a congruence class. Thus,  cannot contain the monolith, and
we must have = 0C . This implies that C has two elements, one of which is inac-
cessible. Hence C is term equivalent to the analog of the trivial algebra as claimed
in (2).
For (3) we have V=W and we argue as in (2) that V is generated by an alge-
bra A, while W is generated by an analog B=Aba of A. Let F denote FW(X ). The
free generators of F are inaccessible and so F−X is a subuniverse of F. We claim that
the subalgebra of F with this universe is isomorphic to FV(X ), and is freely generated
by {vF(x): x∈X }, where the unary term v is as in the proof of (2). To see this,
observe that F is a subalgebra of BS where S =BX . The free generators of F have the
element b in some of their coordinates but any element of F other than a free
generator is in AS . Since for every x∈X we have A |= x≈ v(x), the algebra with
universe F − X is generated by {vF(x): x∈X }, and these generators freely generate
this subalgebra of AS .
A curious fact whose justi6cation is based on Proposition 5.2 is that in the lattice
of all varieties of a given similarity type, every variety that is not normally presented
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is covered by one that is. Thus, the varieties in which every free algebra is uniquely
generated are fairly ubiquitous in this lattice.
6. Irr(A) = ∅ or A
In this brief section we explore two extreme conditions for an algebra A: there are
no irreducible elements in A or every element of A is irreducible.
An algebra A is congruence uniform if for every congruence relation  of A all
congruence classes of  have the same cardinality. A 6nite algebra A is Lagrangian
if |A| is a multiple of |B| for every nonempty subuniverse B of A.
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a <nite algebra. If A satis<es either of the following con-
ditions, then Irr(A) = ∅.
1. A is Lagrangian and |A|¿3.
2. A is nontrivial, not simple, and all of its subalgebras are congruence uniform.
Proof. Suppose A has an irreducible element a. So A− {a} is a subuniverse of A. If
A is nontrivial and Lagrangian, then there is an integer k for which |A|= k(|A| − 1).
Thus, |A|= 2. For (2), suppose A and all of its subalgebras are congruence uniform,
and ∈ConA with  = 0A. If  has q classes, each of size p, then |A|=pq with p¿1.
Likewise, all congruence classes of |A−{a} have the same size, which must be p− 1,
and |A|− 1=(p− 1)q. So pq= 1 +pq− q, that is, q= 1. So = 1A and A is therefore
simple.
At the other extreme, an algebra can consist entirely of irreducible elements, that is,
A= Irr(A). This is equivalent to the condition that A is uniquely generated by A. A
familiar example of such an algebra is any lattice that is a chain. Indeed, in Pasini’s
investigations of irreducible elements he called an algebra A a chain if A= Irr(A). For
such algebras it is immediate that every subset is a subuniverse and thus for every
r-ary fundamental operation f and a1; : : : ; ar ∈A, f(a1; : : : ; ar)∈{a1; : : : ; ar}, that is,
the algebra is conservative. Conversely, if A is conservative, then every element is
irreducible. Conservative algebras and clones of conservative operations have received
some attention in the literature, see for example, [22]. An interesting family of conser-
vative algebras is obtained from tournaments. A tournament is a directed graph with
loops in which every pair of distinct vertices is joined by exactly one edge. For a tour-
nament with vertex set T we may de6ne an algebra with universe T and a commutative
binary operation · such that a · b= b · a= b if and only if a→ b is an edge in T . The al-
gebra 〈T ; ·〉 faithfully represents the tournament and such algebras provide an algebraic
approach to the theory of tournaments, see e.g. [18] and the more recent paper [14].
These algebras are conservative and so every element in them is irreducible. Note that
conservative algebras are closed under the formation of subalgebras and homomorphic
images, but not under direct products.
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7. Varieties generated by two-element algebras
We use the observations we have made so far to classify the varieties generated
by the two-element algebras with regard to the existence of irreducible elements and
uniquely generated algebras. A complete list, up to term equivalence, of all algebras
on a set of two elements is given by Post [21]. The list is countably in6nite but readily
describable since most of the algebras belong to well-behaved in6nite families. Post’s
classi6cation is explicit; he gives a generating set of operations for each algebra.
In a Table 1 we list the distinct varieties generated by these algebras, grouped
according to which of the algebras in the variety are uniquely generated. Post’s notation
for the algebras is given in boldface, and we give a name for the variety generated
by the algebra if one is commonly in use. The algebras all have universe {0; 1}. Our
notation for the operations is as follows: The lattice operations are min and max and
are denoted ∧ and ∨. The complement operation is ′ with 0′=1 and 1′=0. Addition
mod 2 is + and set di=erence is −, with x − y= 0 except 1 − 0 = 1. The dual of −
is →, which is implication. For each n¿2 the near unanimity term is
dn(x0; : : : ; xn) =
∨
06i6n
x0 ∧ · · · ∧ xi−1 ∧ xi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn
but we write d for the majority term d2.
In the 6rst group are the Post varieties for which every algebra in the variety is
uniquely generated. In these varieties the algebras either have no fundamental oper-
ations or only constant operations. For these varieties every algebra is generated by
inaccessible elements.
The next grouping consists of those Post varieties in which all 6nite algebras are
uniquely generated. Here we have the varieties of semilattices, possibly with con-
stants added to the similarity type. As shown in Example 3:1 all 6nite semilattices
are uniquely generated, and adjoining a top or bottom element to the language does
not change this. There exist in6nite algebras in these varieties that are not uniquely
generated. One such example for semilattices was described in the Introduction.
The third grouping consists of those varieties for which all the free algebras are
uniquely generated, but for which there are 6nite algebras that are not uniquely gener-
ated. We have already mentioned that the variety of bounded distributive lattices has
this property. The other varieties in this group, with the exception of those generated by
the two-element algebras F∞8 and F
∞
5 , are easily seen to be generated by algebras for
which the fundamental operations are monotonic with respect to the order 0¡1. Thus,
these fundamental operations can be expressed using ∧;∨; 0; 1. Now if one of these
generating algebras satis6ed an identity x≈f(t1; : : : ; tr) where f is a fundamental term,
each ti is a term, and for no i does x≈ ti hold, then the two-element bounded lattice,
A1 in Post’s notation, would satisfy the corresponding identity obtained by replacing
fundamental operations by equivalent ones involving only the operations ∧;∨; 0 and 1.
This would force the free bounded distributive lattice to have generators that are not
irreducible, which is not the case.
For the two algebras F∞8 and F
∞
5 in this group we argue as follows. In the algebra
F∞8 = 〈{0; 1};−〉 if a= b − c, then a6b in the order 0¡1. The free algebra for the
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Table 1
Name and notation Operations
All algebras uniquely generated
Sets R1
Pointed sets R8 0
Doubly pointed sets R11 0; 1
All <nite algebras are u.g.
Semilattices P2 ∧
Semilattices with 0 P4 ∧; 0
Semilattices with 1 P5 ∧; 1
Bounded semilattices P6 ∧; 0; 1
Free are uniquely generated
Distributive lattices A4 ∧;∨
Bounded distr. lattices A1 ∧;∨; 0; 1
Distr. lattices with 0 A3 ∧;∨; 0
Majority D2 d
n-Near unanimity Fn6 x∧ (y∨ z); dn
F∞6 x∧ (y∨ z)
Fn7 x∧ (y∨ z); dn; 0
F∞7 x∧ (y∨ z); 0
Set di=erence F∞8 x − y
F∞5 x∧ (y→ z)
Free not u.g. but some arbitrarily large algebras are u.g.
Complement R4 ′
Pointed complement R13 ′; 0; 1
Fn5 x∧ (y→ z); dn
Fn8 x − y; dn
All algebras of size ¿3 are not uniquely generated
Boolean 3-rings D1 x + y + z; d
Boolean 3-algebras D3 d; ′
Boolean groups L3 +
Boolean 3-groups L4 x + y + z
Complemented Boolean groups L1 +; ′
Complemented Boolean 3-groups L5 x + y + z; ′
Boolean algebras C1 ∧;∨; ′
Boolean rings C3 +;∧
Boolean lattices C4 x + y + z;∧;∨
variety generated by F∞8 is a subalgebra of a power of {0; 1}, and if p= q − r in
this free algebra, then p6q in the product order. In particular, the free generators of
the free algebra are maximal in this order, and so if x= q − r for a free generator x,
then q must be x. So the free generators are irreducible. A similar argument for the
free algebra in the variety generated by F∞5 shows that if x=p∧ (q→ r), for a free
generator x, then p must be x, and thus x is an irreducible element.
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Although all of the varieties in this group have free algebras that are uniquely
generated, each has 6nite algebras that are not. Thus the varieties in this group are not
in the previous group. To see this, let n¿3 be an arbitrary integer and let P denote
the set {0; 1}n. Every variety in this group has an algebra P with universe P. If V0 and
V1 denote the elements (0; : : : ; 0) and (1; : : : ; 1) of P, then the two lattice operations ∧
and ∨ on P are easily checked to be expressible using the fundamental operation(s)
of P along with V0 and V1. For example x∨y is d(x; y; V1). The lattice L= 〈P;∧;∨〉 is
generated both by the set Sa of its atoms and the set Sc of its co-atoms. Thus for any n,
the algebra P can be generated by both Sa ∪{V0; V1} and Sc ∪{V0; V1} and therefore P is
not uniquely generated.
The next grouping consists of the varieties in which the free algebras are not uniquely
generated but there exist arbitrarily large algebras in the variety that are. For the two
varieties generated by R4 and R13 we have x′′≈x, so free generators are not irreducible.
The subvarieties of these two varieties given by the identity x′≈x are term equivalent
to the variety of sets and to the variety of doubly pointed sets, and every algebra in
these varieties is uniquely generated.
The argument for the variety V generated by Fn8 is slightly more complicated. For
k¿3 let F denote FV(k) and let B denote the free Boolean algebra on k free generators.
We let {x1; : : : ; xk} be the free generating set for both F and B so we may view F as
a subset of B with an order structure on F inherited from the Boolean algebra B. For
each free generator xi, it can be argued that the interval [0; xi] in F is the same as that
in B, and this interval forms a Boolean lattice with 2k−1 atoms. Now if t0; t1; : : : ; tk are
the co-atoms of a Boolean sublattice of [0; xi] for which every two distinct ti have join
xi and the meet of all the ti is 0, then an easy computation shows xi =dk(t0; : : : ; tk). So
xi is not irreducible in F. A similar argument applies to the variety generated by Fn5 .
Each of the varieties generated by Fn8 and F
n
5 contain arbitrarily large uniquely gener-
ated algebras. For example, consider any cardinal / and let S consist of all elements of
{0; 1}/ in which 1 appears at most once. For any s0; s1; : : : ; sn ∈ S the elements s0 − s1
and s0 ∧(s1 → s2) are either s0 or V0 and the element dn(s0; : : : ; sn) is V0 or one of the
si. So S is a universe for an algebra in each of these two varieties, and every element
of S other than V0 is irreducible in this algebra.
The 6nal group of varieties in Table 1 consists of those that are congruence uniform.
By Proposition 6.1 any nontrivial 6nite algebra in a congruence uniform variety that is
not simple is also not uniquely generated. It is known that the only simple algebras in
these varieties have exactly two elements. If an in6nite algebra in one of the varieties
in this group were uniquely generated, then the subalgebra generated by any three
of the generators would be uniquely generated as well. But all the Post varieties are
locally 6nite, so this uniquely generated algebra would be 6nite, nontrivial, congruence
uniform, but not simple, which is impossible.
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